The paradigm-shift toward the next generation of drugs
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Abstract

Specialized, reductionist, and linear approaches are applied in clinical research; they are based on linear logic and used towards therapeutic molecule-based targets. However, those approaches do not consider a systemic vision that describes the remote cause of the pathogenic activation. We propose new theoretical and practical methods for the next drug generation development. Self-organization, network structure, hierarchical organization, non-linearity, feedback circuits, reactions to information, and the view of drugs as information clarify the existing pharmacological methods. We suggest a perspective and hierarchical vision of the human organism based on six levels (mechanic and structural; metabolic; bodily dynamic; emotional, cognitive, spiritual). The therapy should restore the self-organization of every level using the “intelligent” modulation of the network responses. Multi-targeted drugs should act on the remote cause of the pathogenic cascade and be administered based on personal variability and networks. This approach may help the development of individualized, precise, and integrated medicine.
1. Introduction

Specialized, reductionist, and linear approaches are extensively used in medical and pharmaceutical research. Reductionist systems understand the mechanisms of many diseases and the receptors involved in pathogenic cascades. These systems are based on linear logic and become the therapeutic targets towards new molecule discovery. Nevertheless, the linear logic allows the development of molecules that do not describe the remote cause of the pathogenic activation.

Finding the upstream cause of pathogenic events requires a systemic vision. A novel paradigm of network medicine [1-3] and precise/individualized medicine [4-6] is emerging. The World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines [7] indicates a new concept defined as integrated medicine. Integrated medicine focuses on non-conventional disciplines, indirectly based on cybernetics and complex systems. Cybernetics and complex system allow a systemic perspective to understand chronic and comorbid illnesses.

In this article, we will propose new theoretical and practical methods for the development of the next drug generation and future medicine. Our aim is to create a bridge between systemic and complex reductionist epistemologies.

2. Premises – Cybernetics and complex systems

2.1 Cybernetics

Cybernetics and complex systems are complementary disciplines that involve epistemology. Epistemology studies the human organism from a perspective and logical point of view in the context of the theory and medical practice.
The term *Cybernetics* indicates the study of the auto-regulation and communication phenomena, as well as the theory of messages (*theory of information*) and messages of commands. A command is the sending of messages that modify the behavior of who/what receives them [8].

An initial, accurate definition defines cybernetics as the discipline that concerns the united study of processes regarding communication and control within the animal and a machine [9]. A “second cybernetics,” according to Bateson, describes the human condition without relating it back to a machine. The fundamental data that emerges from Bateson’s epistemology [10] is that “no one part of this interacting system can exert univocal control over the rest of the system or over any other component of the system”. Every time that this rule is violated, an epistemological error is committed.

Cybernetics is based on the concept of the system. A system is an object that consists of other objects called subsystems [11]. Subsystems are systems composed of other subsystems. A system is a group of interacting elements. What’s interesting about a system are the relations and operations between the elements, more than the elements themselves [12]. One can study the connection between the “system” and “subsystem”, which reflects a defined relationship between the objects [11].

The fundamental bases of a system are auto-regulation, communication, and adaptation [9].

The second crucial concept of cybernetics is “the state” of a system (or subsystem). The states are different configurations or behaviors of a system at a given time. Like the concept of a system, the concept of a state is a hidden relationship: the relationship between two moments in time.

Cybernetics studies the organization of systems in space and time, how subsystems are connected to the system and how their change in state may influence the state of other subsystems. Intentional organization in time is called *control*. 
We can expand the definition of cybernetic and complex systems to a set of elements interacting amongst themselves, in the form of an exchanging of materials, energy, and information, which is translated into communication. Communication, signals, information, and feedback are some of the central concepts of cybernetics and complex systems.

In a system, the action of an element on another implies reaction of the second element towards the first; this is called the feedback loop. Positive loops amplify tendencies; they create and reproduce. Negative loops reduce tendencies and bring the system back to its apparent equilibrium. A cybernetic system is equilibrated. It regulates itself and requires enough negative loops to respond to the positive ones; it obtains auto-stability and auto-adaptivity from the environment [13]. In cybernetics, the principle of required variety allows a system to acquire or construct adequate information about the environment [14]. Bateson used the concept of feedback (‘reaction’) to study autocorrection and recursive processes in living systems.

### 2.2 Complexity and complex systems

The science of complexity describes evolutive processes of complex systems, understood as a) a composition of many interdependent parts b) that interact with each other through a sort of competitive, non-linear collaboration and c) that bring self-organized, emergent behaviors [15]. There are different definitions of complex systems based on different systemic properties [16-18]. Today, “complexity” can be defined as an interpretive framework of the natural and social sciences. It is an approach or a process more than a hypothesis or theory. It takes note of epistemological and ontological insufficiencies of reductionism [19].
A complex and adaptive system is a set of free individual agents acting in unpredictable ways and whose dynamic modifications are so interconnected that the action of one factor changes the context for all the other ones [11, 20].

Every living organism is a Complex Adaptive System (CAS) or equally defined as CS (Complex System). Human beings, groups of human beings, immune systems, the process of elaborating thoughts, and education are CSs [9, 21].

We can define a human as a CS in which everything that enters into a flow-through system interacts with it and induces a dynamic self-regulation response [13]. The CS can maintain its fundamental, internal, dynamic equilibrium while it is also undergoing various processes of change [22].

Complex systems are characterized by relationships between heterogeneous parts that reciprocally interact in a defined space; they possess an organization that is both horizontal and hierarchical, with many types of intersecting interactions. They are characterized by continuous adaptation of single part evolution. In addition, they show movement instabilities and bifurcation phenomena (in which a small variation in parameter values can cause a qualitative or topological change in the system) [23]. The same deterministic aspect rises a great variety of dynamic possibilities, so-called “deterministic chaos” [24, 25]. The complex system dynamics are very far from thermodynamic equilibrium [26]. They work in non-linear conditions, amplifying small disruptions in a disproportionate way and creating new, unpredictable dynamics. They do not obey linear causality (or sequential). Linear causality proposes a direct derivation of one effect from one or more numerically determinable and predictable causes [27]. Non-linear causal inferences, however, are reciprocal influences between the components structured as a network. More than causes or direct consequences, these non-causal inferences are different subsystems influenced by each other in a reciprocal and circular way. The CS produces self-organized forms and emergent phenomena, not
explainable by the observation of any one single part and comprehensible only in a holistic, not reductionist view [28].

The level of complexity of a system depends on its number of components and the number and direction of interactions [29].

Emergent behavior emerges from the linear and non-linear interactions between the components themselves [30, 31]. Emergence makes the system displaying macroscopic properties that are difficult to predict based on the laws that govern their components taken individually. Above all, it is the emergent behavior that requires the integration of reductionism with complexism.

Behavioral attractors (temporal or trajectory evolutions) play a considerable role [32, 33] and “capture” the emerging properties of the system [27]. They bring the system towards the emergence of a form that is never premeditated and created due to its self-organizational capacity.

To comprehend the individual behavioral attractors, one should better understand the state of the system and its probable evolutions. This would allow the design of consequent therapies.

The other fundamental property of CSs is dynamism (evolution, adaptation). The system adapts its behavior to avoid errors and thus to learn from its mistakes. The system optimizes the answers to adapt itself to the environment, learning continuously from it. Through adaptation and heuristic learning the best possible responses to stimuli are selected [34].

3. The human system

We can define a human as an open system, able to exchange material, information, and energy with the environment in order to maintain its organization, to win out against the degradation of time and to turn towards a better complexity [35, 36].

This also implies that humans can self-heal in the presence of efficient stimuli. This is achieved through a dynamic modality based on the exchange of information between the various parts of the
system. An example can be the extracellular space and the extracellular matrix (ECM) [37-39]. These are integrated and interconnected by a field on which all these activities are carried out.

Instead of homeostasis, it is more correct to talk about calibration [12]: fluctuations reach a certain limit until the deviation cannot be corrected (feedback).

In practice, this property of complex biological systems is tied to the network of interconnection between cybernetically organized molecules of the system. The complex systems are subjected to three fundamental principles:

1) *conformity to the goal* (the entire cybernetic system is placed under the control of the vegetative command system);
2) *holographic principle* (every component of the system is informed of how much is happening in the context of the entire organism: everything acts on everything);
3) *synergism principle* (each dynamical phenomenon is connected to another ones) [13].

### 3.1 Information and adaptation

As reported by the Stanford philosophical encyclopedia [40], there is quantitative and qualitative information. In this paper, we will cover only qualitative information. A qualitative information is a scheme of a structure that can be adopted, reproduced or used to make decisions [41]. Information is message/sign (acknowledged even at a distance) or memory (because can be stable over time).

Based on these concepts, the system develops a global, organized response, that is much larger in magnitude than the entity of the information itself. The complex system reacts to stimuli in a disproportionate, exponential way, and completely restructures itself. Consequently, when the response is completed, it will try to limit the ampliative modifications through feedback.

Drugs and therapies are types of information currently studied in a linear way. The actual strategy measures the direct effect of a drug on one or more receptors, observing therapeutical and collateral
effects. In this way, the effectiveness of a drug is assessed in an average time and in a limited area.

However, the drug activates a complex cascade in the system and provokes unpredictable bifurcations. The collateral effects are the results of the passive and active influence of the system itself. For instance, we do not ever consider new symptoms or illnesses that appear 10 years from now, as a side effect of the drug. But, because of the inferential relationships and continuous evolution, these new symptoms could also be related to the drug itself in an indirect way.

Recognizing these phenomena, we argue that drugs and therapies should be studied in a perspective and logical way that considers the principles of non-linearity, systemic response, adaptation, calibration through negative feedback, evolution, and appearance of phenomena emerging through time. Another crucial concept to account for new drug development is the entropy. The dynamic equilibrium of a system can be altered by entropy. The information that demonstrates a network of advantageous possible responses to the system, represents a negative entropy [42]. It is possible to diminish the entropy in a system by augmenting the received information, through more detailed measures of its configuration. We are convinced that from the therapeutic point of view, the best therapeutic solution (the information) should maintain the least amount of entropy possible. The information compatible with systemic rules, and that demonstrates a network of energetically advantageous possible responses to the system, represents a negative term in the entropy of a system. Thus, one can define information as negative entropy [42]. The natural place of complexity is between entropy and information [15].

The process of receiving and using information is identified with our process of adaptation to the external environment, and of living in an effective way in it [43]. It is complementary and successive to the transmission of information [8]. The dynamic equilibrium of the organism is altered when it receives a new piece of external information. At this point either the system reinstates the preceding equilibrium, or it configures itself into a new structure, different from what
came before. It generates a new organization and dissipating energy [44]. Entropy measures the lack of information in the effective structure of the system [42, 45]. The system always tries to maintain the most basic entropy possible, taking it from the environment. Therefore, from the therapeutic point of view, the best information possible is that which helps the organism maintain the least amount of entropy possible. Information that does not block its processes but modulates them in an efficient manner. In the next sections, we will propose a new complex logic that aims at the development of a pharmacological activity based on all the above factors.

4. The hierarchical organization of the human organism

Our complex system has a network-like organization that acts on many levels [46]. We can identify several networks (e.g. molecular, tissue or even cultural networks). In this article, we will focus on system networks that interact amongst themselves. We propose a perspective and hierarchical vision of the human organism that could be used to understand the susceptibility of the organism itself, the illness structure, and the type of therapeutic information possible to administer. We suggest a structured approach to the development of integrated, individualized and precise medicine based on systemic logic. This logic is complex, circular and multifaceted. Understanding systemic logic permits having a philosophical, epistemological, and scientific vision. This allows the harmonization of the therapeutic disciplines with all the individual therapeutic courses. Our new hypothesis of progressive, hierarchical organization is based on six levels of the system. The premise is that every level of a system influences the surrounded levels in a circular way. This is done through positive and negative feedbacks. The foundation of our approach is the somatopsychic origins of the majority of human processes. These processes are based on body and brain, which have a coordinated activity.
We present a monist vision of body and mind. In fact, the brain emerges from the body and is in the body. Consequently, it is from the body that thoughts arise, just like at the foundation of everything rational, you can find something irrational [47]. It is only after the process of intuition (that can occur in corporeal feelings), through settling, ramification, and elaboration, that the order and the coherence of superior cognitive functions appear. The mind and its processes emerge from preceding levels. This is possible because there is cognition in every perception and in every cellular and organic activity [36].

The organizational systematic levels, going from the lowest to the highest in ascending order, are (Fig. 1) [48]:

- **Mechanic and structural.** Here are the musculoskeletal system and all the sustaining structures.

- **Metabolic.** On this level, we find the gastrointestinal and endocrine systems, which process foods that we ingest and transform them into energy for the body.

- **Bodily Dynamic.** Here, practically all the physiological and pathological processes enter on the physical level.

- **Emotional.** On this level, we analyze the physical and emotional sphere, which interact with both body and cognitive sphere to influence one another. Emotions are the contact points between the body and the intellectual activity.

- **Cognitive.** Cognitive processes characterize us as human beings. Here we find the neurological sphere. The emotional and mental levels are very difficult to separate because they work in a synergistic and complementary way. Usually, any problems in the psychological sphere are reflected onto the cognitive one, and vice versa.

- **Spiritual:** This represents our view of the world on a deep level. He who is spiritually active sees all the other levels as part of this last one.
Figure 1: The six levels of the human hierarchy

The six levels are correlated amongst themselves and indivisible because they work, in the healthy individual, in full harmony. Every level of the human system is susceptible to different types of information from the most unrefined, as the mechanical force to the pharmaceutical molecules, to pure and non-material information in the guise of language or frequencies. The hierarchy structure, the holographic characteristics, the conformity to the goal, and the synergism of the levels trigger a systemic response. The information we administer should be compatible with the systemic answer so that the system is able to acquire and maintain the memory of the positive change that occurred after the treatment. Treatment that can thus be consolidated with a great efficiency and duration.

There are many examples of reciprocal influence among the different levels, such as the bottom-up influence which is the influence of the body to the brain, and the top-down influence which is the
influence of the brain to the body. Furthermore, we assess the bijective influence (communication between the body and the brain is bijective) and other organizational options of chronic illnesses.

5. Types of influence among the different levels.

5.1 Bottom-up influence

We report two examples of the bottom-up influence of the body to the brain.

1. Exercising through aerobic activity improves cerebral functions, such as neuroplasticity and the size of the hippocampus, or delays and alleviates the symptoms of Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s [49-55]. Also, there are different studies on animal models that demonstrate an increase in the production of the neurotrophic factor derived from glial cell lines (GDNF) and from cerebral neurotrophic factor (BDNF), responsible for the formation of new synapses [56-58]. Beneficial states of body exercises have been observed in mice in terms of neuroprotection, neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus and improvement of symptoms of depression in Huntington and Parkinson’s diseases [57, 59].

2. The microbiota-gut-brain connection. The microbiota is the set of bacteria that populate all surfaces of our body in contact with the external world. It is important to specify that microbiota is not a bacterial population that “falls” on an organism, but a population that grows and modifies itself according to the characteristics of the organism. Therefore, according to the actual and future research studies, the microbiota will serve as a set of indirect parameters for understanding other intrinsic characteristics of the organism. Among all the sub-communities of microorganisms, the most important is found in the
intestine. It is the most important not only for the high number of bacteria, but also for the connections that the intestine has with endocrine, immune, and nervous systems [60]. Intestinal microbiota can influence many physiological parameters, including cognitive functions such as the learning process, the memory, and the decisional processes. The “stations” of this axis are microbiota-intestine-vagus nerve-brain. Additionally, the intestinal flora can alter the levels of circulating cytokines that could influence different brain functions [61, 62]. The influence on the cerebral activity also occurs through the afferent branch of the vagus nerve [63] and the modulation of the tryptophan system [64], a precursor of the serotonin neurotransmitter. Up to now, some behavioral disorders have been connected to the intestinal flora such as anxiety, depression, and some cognitive disorders. However, it seems that the composition of the intestinal flora can play a role in other metabolic conditions that involve the central nervous system [65, 66]. There is a possibility that intuitive decisional processes are based on interoceptive maps for visceral responses, which would allow the brain to make decisions based on intestinal activity [67].

5.2 Top-down influences

Now we will present two examples of the top-down influence of the brain to the body.

1. In times of stress, the brain can influence the composition of the intestinal flora [68] through the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, which regulates the secretion of cortisol. This influences the immune activity of the cells, both on the local intestinal and the systemic levels. Cortisol can alter intestinal permeability and its barrier function. Consequently, it contributes to the modification of the composition of the intestinal microbiota [69]. In addition, stress alters numerous brain and bodily functions through
the reduction of NK cells, the number of white blood cells, lymphocytes CD4+, IFN-γ, and a change in the leucocyte formula. It can also increase heart rate, blood pressure, regular antibodies of viruses present in latent phases in the organism and reduce nerve cells in the hippocampus. Stress can diminish the activity and efficiency of the immune system [70-72] and influence ageing [73]. Therefore, the point of view of a network is complementary to the top-down influence and, when integrated with classic reductionism, allows multiple and large steps forward.

2. Depression following a heart attack is a predictive death factor of a patient within the next 18 months [74]. No other parameter exists, cardiac or not, that has this ability to predict possible outcomes. Negative emotions, that are the basis of suffering, indicate negative effects on health [75]. On the contrary, positive emotions like happiness or optimism positively influence bodily functions. Among patients who underwent a coronary bypass, the most optimistic had a much faster recovery time with a smaller effect of complications during and after the surgery than those who were pessimistic [76].

5.3 Bijective influence

In most processes, communication between the body and the brain is bijective and concurrent.

1. Posture control. Thoughts formed in the brain can rise emotions that are then carried out through the body. For example, in a state of depression and sadness, the body curls in on itself, causing kyphosis and closure of the spine; these postural changes, in turn, influence the brain. Therefore, the body can change cerebral images and thus the substrate of thoughts. Modifying gestures, for example stretching the arms up, can
modify the perception of a situation and one becomes more optimistic and positive; this occurs because the level of cortisol decreases, and testosterone levels increase.

2. Pain. During chronic pain, a continuous nociceptive stimulation occurs that provoke some neuroplastic modifications. These then go on to reinforce the neuronal network of responses [77], increasing the perception of the pain itself and inducing, in some cases, depression and other secondary ailments.

3. Research correlates some psychological discomforts, such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) [78-80] or depression [81] with higher levels of cortisol.

5.4 Other organizational options in chronic illnesses

The levels described here not always display equal intensity. One can observe an organism that is very sick from a mental standpoint but healthy from a physical one. Vice versa, a very sick person from the physical standpoint could be healthy from the mental or emotional one. For example, a cancer patient can be very serene, and calm, with emotional and mental clarity through which he sends powerful and effective messages to other people, perhaps encouraging them. An observation of a group of borderline patients has been carried out where, in the phases of remission of the psychiatric illness, they were allergic to pollen; when the psychiatric symptoms returned, the pollen allergy vanished [82].

6. Possible innovative therapeutic instruments

The maintenance of an organism’s state of health depends a) on the structural integrity of the singular components at every level and b) on the communication between the different levels and the different components (the self-organization of complex systems). The goal of a therapy is to
restore the ability of systemic self-organization. At the same time, we should try to develop therapies that influence every level in a rational and complementary way (perhaps taking advantage of their hierarchical positions). Relaxation techniques are an example of how one can introduce information/energy, reduce entropy, and involve more levels at a time. For example, autogenic training [83] performances on multiple levels. Its application ranges from cardiocirculatory to neurological and psychological disorders. Evidence has shown that autogenic training improved the health of people who have suffered from stress and depression [84] and displayed positive effects on cancer [85], anxiety disorders [86, 87] irritable bowel syndrome [88], migraines [84] and other impairments.

It is possible to develop therapeutic and pharmacological strategies that use the same systemic effects of autogenic training through an “intelligent” modulation of the network responses. Given the circular logic, the positive and negative feedback, and the influence of different networks, it is not always possible to understand the original cause of a disease in a reductionist fashion. Consequently, the best approach is to focus on the molecular processes of the individual networks and the complex system in its entirety. The best way to increase the probability of success is to modulate the dynamics of communication and influence between the different levels. This is in contrast with the current medical paradigm that targets single receptor and one cascade mechanism.

To put our proposed paradigm into practice, it would be necessary to understand what the most typical patterns of pathological networks are and consider individual differences that modify the signs and symptoms coming from similar networks. This will allow the development of precision medicine. Furthermore, it is important to test whether the psychological and mental levels are involved in a primary way. Helping the management of feelings and supporting negative thoughts become a form of prevention, given that these are determining risk factors in the development of chronic illnesses. Evidence showed that the success of clinical treatments increases when the
psychological feature of patients is considered [84-87]. This can be achieved with training, information, and integrated therapies.

To implement the integrated medicine approach, one should study:

- the effect of different types of information on different levels;
- how to integrate those type of information in a strategic way.

7. Understanding pharmacological dynamics and prospects

Complex logic permits the development of a new therapeutic approach (pharmacological or not) and to understand reactions to drugs in a rational manner. If we accept these premises, we can state the following hypotheses:

- Non-linearity explains allergic reactions, hypersensitivity and all modifications induced by a drug.

- Calibration describes fluctuations reached in a limit until the deviation cannot be corrected (via feedback). Calibration through negative feedback defines drug tolerance, which requires a progressive increase in drug dosage to couple to different active principles for the same pathology.

- Calibration explains also why, once a drug is administered, the system tends to return to the original manifestation. This occurs because, at the end of the pharmacological effect, the system returns to the preceding behavioral attractor.

- Homeostasis, or dynamic equilibrium, explains why a drug is inefficient. Blocking the systemic response without stimulating self-organization makes the system return to the pre-drug condition. Furthermore, after drug administration, the system could develop new dynamics through new bifurcations. With the current approaches, we consider these
bifurcations independent, but they may be indirectly related to the drug we have administered, even after years.

- Deterministic chaos explains a large amount of individual variability due to different signs, symptoms, and reactions to the same stimulus.

- Networks clarify that the drug (information) initiates a response exactly like other physiological and pathological environmental stimuli [34]. The study of the overlap among different pathogenic networks and different behavioral attractors could carry out a more targeted prevention based on individual risk factors.

- Organization and communication between sub-components of the system explain why a single drug cannot modify all pathogenic processes when there is more than one diagnosis at a time. Also, they explain why so many drugs act only on the symptomatic level, without influencing the underlying regulatory network.

- Dynamism and continuous adaptation through bifurcation explain why the system evolves during chronic illness despite administering drugs, which slow down a pathogenic process but perhaps indirectly influence other processes. This could then provoke frailty of other subsystems that de-regulate themselves through time.

- Information and entropy explain why most existing drugs do not give any long-lasting instrument to improve system organization and to keep its entropy low.

- The six levels of systemic organization explain drug pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics and clarify the interactions between different drugs. Together with the information and entropy theories, the six levels explain why a clinical case can become very complicated after polytherapy. They supply a systemic frame to study drug reactions not only from a local/physical point of view, but also from an emotional, cognitive, and social point of view.
- The involvement of the different levels allows us to better target a therapy, and to understand the priorities for treating the subject quickly, effectively, and in the long term. At the same time, they allow the study of chronic illnesses in a prospective way.

8. Conclusions

We have explained how cybernetic and complex systems describe the organism in a systemic way. Self-organization, network structure, hierarchical organization, non-linearity, feedback circuits, reactions to information, and the view of drugs as information clarify the existing pharmacological methods. They also offer interesting perspectives for a systemic research, for the development of the next generation drugs and for the development of precision medicine. If we test these hypotheses, we can develop therapies that are compatible with a body systemic organization and low entropy. In our opinion, multi-targeted drugs should be able not only to block a receptor for a limited time but also to act on the remote cause of the pathogenic cascade. Furthermore, those drugs could be administered based on individual variability and personal networks. We believe that our proposed approach could help the development of individualized, precise, and integrated medicine. We are convinced that this new approach will contribute to curing an ever-increasing number of illnesses.
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